
Kotsko: Notes over The Sacrament of Language: Archeology of the Oath

Last summer I produced a series of reading notes over Agamben’s Il Regno e la Gloria, a text 
that is still unavailable in English as of this writing. Since then, a follow-up volume has come to 
my attention. Designated as Homo sacer II, 3, it is entitled Il sacramento del linguaggio:  
Archealogia del giuarmento (The Sacrament of Language: Archeaology of the Oath). The book 
itself is constructed as a long essay, with 29 numbered sections adding up to just under 100 pages 
— more on the scale of State of Exception than Homo Sacer or Il Regno. 

§1. Agamben begins by discussing a book called Il sacramento del potere, published by Paolo 
Prodi in 1992, which drew attention to the central role of the oath in Western political history 
and went so far as to claim that the oath was “the base of the political pact in the history of the 
West.” Now, however, Prodi believes that the oath is in bad decline and that new political forms 
are coming into being. Agamben seems to believe that Prodi has assembled most of the relevant 
evidence (perhaps giving Prodi a role parallel to that of Peterson in Il Regno), but due to the 
methodological constraints of a historical investigation cannot achieve what he clearly wants to 
achieve. He is forced to draw eclectically on the findings of various disciplines in order to define 
the oath, without there being any possibility of a general “science of the human” that would be 
able to get at the oath in its singularity — for that reason, Agamben doesn’t propose a historical 
investigation into the oath’s origin, but rather a philosophical archeology. The guiding question 
will be what the oath is and what is at stake in it, “if it defines and puts in question the human 
itself as political animal? If the oath is the sacrament of political power, what, in its structure and 
in its history, has rendered it possible that it would be invested with such a function? What 
anthropological level, decisive in every sense, is involved in it, so that the entirety of the human, 
in life and in death, can be put in question in it and by it?” 

§2. Prodi quotes Lycurgus as saying that the oath is “what holds [to synechon] together 
democracy.” Agamben suggests another relevant passage from the neoplatonist Hierocles [sorry 
if these names are wrong -- the Italian versions of classical names can be weird, and I haven't 
found any straightforward resource for translating them], who claims that oaths bind both gods 
and humans, meaning that the oath is what keeps the universe as such together. Agamben notes 
that in both these figures, the oath doesn’t create anything — it only unites and conserves that 
has already come into being in some other way. Both these factors are at work in the passage 
Prodi takes as most decisive in the history of the oath, namely Cicero, De officiis III, 29, 10. 
Agamben homes in on Cicero’s attribution of power (vis) to the oath, a theme that he also finds 
in Benveniste, who claims that the oath is fundamentally about establishing a relationship 
between language and some power that renders it effective. It’s not about content, but about the 
truth and realization of the statement.

§3. Agamben notes that all scholars seem to agree that the oath is a matter of guaranteeing the 
truth and efficacy of language (and as regular readers of Agamben will know, any time everyone 
agrees on something, it’s a very, very bad sign). Quoting Philo, he says that the oath seems to be 
necessary to human society — to the point where the Church could develop a whole series of 
oaths despite the clear prohibition of them in the gospels. Samuel Pufendorf (1672) avers that 
this necessity goes beyond guaranteeing particular statements and agreements to legitimating 
language itself. [Where is he getting this guy? Where is the quote from Philo coming from? Is 
there any kind of rhyme or reason to his citations? Seriously.] He then repeats the same basic 
definition of the oath that he’s been giving so far — “a linguistic act meant to confirm a 
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significant proposition (a dictum), of which it guarantees the truth or effectiveness” — and says 
that it will be necessary to verify the correctness and implications of this definition. In a footnote, 
he then talks about the difference between the verification and promissory functions of the oath, 
saying that the scholars seem to agree that both functions are basically the same thing, except 
that the dictum is different.

§4. Georges Dumezil discusses the division of society into three orders — religion, war, and 
economy — and the “scourge” that pertains to each. The sacerdotal function corresponds to the 
“scourge” of dissolving oaths, which seems to imply that the oath is meant to respond to the 
possibility of lying. Yet the oath seems to be obviously inadequate to the purpose of preventing 
lying, and Hesiod even seems to suggest that perjury — which makes sense only when an order 
of oath-taking exists — is actually logically prior to the oath. Noting that Greeks in the classical 
era were notorious for lying, Agamben suggests that the oath isn’t a cure for the “scourge,” but 
the “scourge” itself — it makes the consequences of the inevitable lie that much worse. He then 
goes a step further and suggests that the oath is actually a response to the weakness inherent to 
language itself, reinforcing its capacity “to refer to things and that of the human to take action in 
their condition as speaking beings.” A footnote comments further on the Hesiod passage and 
notes that a character from Homer is praised for his artful use of oaths to mislead.

§5. What is the “arche” of this archaeology? In the scholarly tradition of the early 19th century, 
the “arche” would be the supposedly more originary form of words derived from the study of 
comparative linguistics — a project that culminated in the development of the entirely 
hypothetical Indo-European language that could then serve as the basis for an investigation of 
prehistoric social institutions. Dumezil is indebted to this tradition, even though he pushes its 
boundaries to what he calls “the fringe of ultra-history.” This “ultra-history” has the same 
existence as the Indo-European language — which “is only an algorithm that expresses a system 
of correspondences between the forms existing in historical languages.” In a sense, then, this is a 
field of historical research that creates what it studies. Dumezil, however, pushes it in a more 
helpful direction by pointing out that his three functions, which don’t exist in every single 
society in a clear way, are ideals toward which historical societies tend. One could say the same 
of Benveniste, and insofar as we keep clear on the limitations of such study, the archaeologist 
can make use of their results because they point toward “a force operating in history” just like 
the Big Bang continues to radiate in the present. But this “force,” which Agamben calls 
anthropogenesis, is not the result of a one-time event like scientists think the Big Bang was — 
anthropogenesis must be assumed as an event but can never be located on any chronology. The 
“arche” of the archeology is therefore “a field of historical currents held between 
anthropogenesis and the present, ultra-history and history.” Agamben will proceed by means of 
an investigation of Greek and Roman sources, with an eye toward mapping out this field and 
pointing toward the ultra-history or anthropogenesis that is always going on: “homo sapiens 
never ceases to become human, has perhaps still not finished acceding to language and swearing 
on its nature as speaking being.”

§6. This section goes into detail about the etymology of horkos (oath in Greek) and controversies 
surrounding it as found in Benveniste and later scholars — the payoff being that Agamben sees 
in the scholarship a distressing tendency, which has remained a fixture throughout the modern 
period, to assume that every human practice or institution can be traced back to religion. Thus 
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the “force” of the oath is supposed to be sacred or religious in some way. (Hence the decline of 
religious faith means the decline of the oath.) The overall idea is that there is a homo religiosus 
who precedes the historical human being we know — setting up an opposition between the 
faithful/religious human existence and the unfaithful one. Agamben wants to put this whole 
method into question. [Here I would point to the really sarcastic chapter on the modern literature 
surrounding the "sacred" in Homo Sacer.] A footnote traces the influence of a particular article 
on Benveniste.

§7. Agamben refers back to the section of Homo Sacer I mentioned last section, where he 
critiques theoreticians of religion, and he continues that critique here, characterizing the notion 
of the “sacred” based on the concept of mana as a “scientific mythologeme.” Theorists found a 
concept similar to mana in many “primitive” societies and came to believe that it named some 
kind of invisible force that it central to religious experience. This concept has even shaped the 
work of one of Agamben’s favorites, namely Benveniste. But everyone should’ve known better 
because in 1950 Levi-Strauss critiqued the religious interpretation of mana, saying that it is 
nothing more complex or mysterious than a word to designate something whose precise nature 
has not yet become clear, like the x of algebra. For Levi-Strauss, therefore, the only mysterious 
force associated with mana is its bizarre influence over the scholarly community. Agamben 
proposes that scholars are projecting their own lack of understanding of any religion, including 
that of their own culture, into the data of “primitive” cultures. A footnote discusses the idea, 
drawn from Levi-Strauss, that myth is structurally necessary insofar as it testifies to the 
disconnect between language and thought — language can never become completely transparent 
to thought.

§8. The scientific mythologeme of mana is inextricably tied to the idea of a sphere of the sacred 
or religious (or magical, or in some cases “magico-religious”) that coincides with a more archaic 
moment in the development of society. Any unbiased reading of the sources, Agamben claims, 
will show that this is an arbitrary presupposition. The form it most often takes is the 
presupposition that before religion and law were separate, the two spheres must have been 
blended — but Agamben believes that scholars haven’t taken this possibility seriously enough 
and have just lumped together the properties of the two spheres as we know them today, without 
thinking about how the combination would be different from the sum of its parts (as in chemical 
compounds where the properties of the compound are not predictable from the constituent 
elements). It’s just as wrong to call this a religious as a legal sphere — we need to come up with 
a kind of x, performing a kind of archeological epoche that suspends the properties of what we 
know as law and religion in order to get at the “zone of indistinction” where they become one. A 
footnote claims that Mauss is exemplary of this kind of method — his work at its best is always 
looking at the places where customary distinctions begin to break down.

§9. For the era from which we have documents, it’s clear that the sphere of law includes 
elements that we now would call religious — it’s totally arbitrary to assume that the more 
primitive version of law was just religious. The oath is a perfect example of this combination; he 
cites a specific ancient Latin inscription that includes both elements. What’s more, this example 
functions just like the regular old oath we know, to guarantee the truth of a statement or the 
effectiveness of a promise — meaning that there’s no “trajectory” toward a previous, more 
purely religious version. The same holds in the Greek tradition, which adds an interesting twist 
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— both the gods and humans swear by the waters of the Styx, and Hesiod goes to great lengths 
to show how the gods are punished when they break their oaths as well. Aristotle also talks about 
this and makes clear that the oath is actually more originary than the gods themselves — 
meaning that when dealing with the oath, the distinction between religion and law is completely 
misplaced. In fact, perhaps the oath as the more archaic phenomenon will force us to completely 
rethink what law and religion are. [We're moving pretty quickly here, are we not?] A footnote 
points out that in Roman law, religion and law are separated, but both fall within the broader 
sphere of law.

§10. This section includes a huge quote from Philo’s Legum allegoriae, which Agamben finds 
fascinating because it identifies the Hebrew God with the oath — his words always correspond 
to his deeds, and human oaths are meant to conform human beings to God’s way of being to the 
degree they are able. Crucial here is the concept of pistis, meaning credibility — of which the 
oath (horkos) is the highest example. [This section is longer than the summary suggests, but half 
of it is the Philo quote and the rest is a fairly detailed analysis -- I just give the "payoff" since I 
can't easily find the Philo text online for everyone to refer to.]

§11. A second crucial text for understanding the oath is one that Agamben has already quoted at 
length from Cicero and now wishes to situate in the broader context of the De officiis. At issue is 
a bizarre case where a man decides to fulfill an oath to return to Rome even though he knows 
that his enemies will murder him on his return — Cicero takes this as an opportunity to reflect on 
what makes an oath binding. He notes that all the philosophers agree that the gods don’t get 
angry at human beings and so people aren’t motivated by fear of the gods. Instead, it’s a 
“religious affirmation” to which the gods are called as witnesses. The vis of the oath here is not 
the anger of the gods, but fides — an overarching order that actually governs the relationships 
among humans and between humans and the gods. Faith is the basis of justice, and it is 
fundamentally about the correspondence between language and action. 

A footnote clarifies exactly what “religion” means in the Latin literature, saying that it has a dual 
meaning — on the one hand, it is what is isolated from society and commerce, on the model of 
the corpse in the grave. More broadly, it’s anything that a series of rituals has rendered 
inviolable. But it has its negative side as well [just like, I would note, the concept of "sacredness" 
derived from the homo sacer], that of the curse or sacrilege (i.e., the same word religio could 
also mean sacrilege). Projecting the modern concept of religion back onto this usage completely 
obscures what’s going on in the actual texts — and the original usage makes sense of the 
etymology based on the verb religare, to bind.

§12. In Greek, the link between faithfulness and the oath is even closer, as pistis could often 
serve as a synonym for horkos. The link with personal fidelity makes sense of the dual sense of 
faith (active and passive, given and received) — because faith is a bond. Bringing in the close 
link in Latin between fides and credere, which as he notes was to have a huge influence in 
Christian theology, he claims that etymologically credere meant “to give one’s *kred,” meaning 
a promise of protection that binds two people in a bond of fidelity. Fides also took on an 
important role in international law, modeled on the fides between individuals — a city could 
capitulate to a conqueror and swear fealty, leading to more merciful treatment. In every case, 
what’s at stake in fides is the correspondence between word and action. And again, as Dumezil 
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has demonstrated in his study of archaic Roman institutions, fides or the oath is the origin of 
religion rather than being grounded in religion. The oath is where our concepts of law and 
religion, as well as moral and social, break down — and so we don’t need to bring in some 
concept of the “pre-juridical” that would be solely religious, but rather to call into question our 
entire notions of religious and juridical on the basis of the oath. A footnote attempts to dispel the 
notion that the separation between human and divine law was an ancient principle in Roman and 
Greek law by showing that scholars have missed the irony in the passages from Tacitus and Plato 
usually brought forward in support of that view. [This footnote was pretty amusing, but it's hard 
to capture in this format.]

§13. Agamben now turns to another institution closely tied to the oath: sacratio (also called a 
devotio), by which a person is declared sacer. This act consecrates a person to the gods and 
separates him from human society — either voluntarily or because they have committed some 
grave crime. He then quotes a ton of sources, with the goal of showing that the sacratio helps us 
understand why the curse or malediction is so often tied to an oath (i.e., in the formula). Tons of 
sources occur again, and Agamben says that it’s important to note that in the most solemn form 
of oaths, a benediction and malediction are paired — both can be dropped, but the malediction is 
most often retained. The most common elements of an oath seem to be some kind of affirmation, 
the invocation of the gods as witnesses, and a curse in cases of perjury — a combination that 
leads Agamben to believe that the oath combines elements of pistis and sacratio-devotio and that 
both of those two seemingly separate institutions find their origin in the oath. A footnote talks 
about the links between oaths and curses in Plato’s Critias.

§14. Another thing we need to analyze, however, is the fact that the gods are called as witnesses. 
Everyone agrees this is a constitutive element, including Aristotle. Yet we have to note that the 
testimony involved here is different from testimony properly so called, as in a trial, since nothing 
is contested or verified. Agamben toys with this idea for a while, then comes back around to 
what he said in connection with Philo: namely, that the god in some sense is the oath: “The 
testimony is given by language itself and the god names a potency implicit in the very act of 
speech.” What is at stake is the very ability of language to signify. A footnote discusses a source 
whose English name I can’t discern (Esichio) that verifies Agamben’s theory.

§15. The situation is no less confusing when it comes to the invocations of the gods in the curse 
that accompanies the oath. The very terms used to refer to curses are themselves ambivalent and 
can sometimes have a “positive” or at least neutral meaning — like prayer, for example. This 
dual meaning has to be clarified if we’re to make progress. The existing studies aren’t very 
helpful here because they’re still in thrall to the idea of the primordiality of a magico-religious or 
“numinous” element that explains nothing. He includes a long quote from Louis Gernet to this 
effect, where the magico-religious interpretation seems to Agamben to be palpably inadequate. 
He suggests that we need to bracket the mythological element whereby the god is supposed to 
punish the perjurer in order to get at what’s really going on — namely, that the call to witness 
“expresses the positive force of language, that is, the just relation between words and things,” 
while the curse names “a debility of logos, that is, the breaking of that relation.” This means that 
the blessing and the curse are cooriginary, stemming from the nature of language itself. A 
footnote berates the scholarly community for not making much progress on the question of the 
link between the curse and the oath.
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§16. A scholar named Ziebarth has shown that malediction and Greek law are “consubstantial” 
— a “political curse” guarantees the effectiveness of the law in virtually every Greek city state. 
Both the oath and the curse function as “sacrament of power.” The declaration sacer esto is thus 
a curse, but gets at the way in which the law refers to reality. The homo sacer is only a specific 
development of the curse “by means of which the law defines its scope.” This curse is the root of 
penal law, and “this singular genealogy can in a way make sense of the incredibly irrationality 
that characterizes the history of punishment.” A footnote discusses the connection between curse 
and law in terms of Paul’s argument in Galatians that the one who submits to the law submits to 
a curse — something that is explained more by this deep structure than by the specific proof-text 
Paul draws out of the Torah.

§17. The question now is “how to understand this double valence (bene-diction and male-
diction) of the divine names in the oath and in perjury.” The answer lies in the proper 
understanding of a closely related phenomenon: blasphemy. Not surprisingly, Benveniste is a 
major source for Agamben here, pointing out in a study of blasphemy that it is closely tied to 
both the oath and perjury and that blasphemy is an interjection, meaning that it does not 
communicate any message. It is strictly a vocalization. Benveniste draws on the Hebrew tradition 
of prohibiting the pronunciation of God’s name and Freud’s claim that this interdiction reflects a 
deep-seated human desire to profane the sacred. Agamben notes that this recourse to Hebrew 
rather than the Indo-European heritage and to a psychological explanation are both 
uncharacteristic of Benveniste — and the former move is unnecessary, because classical Greek 
and Latin culture also had equivalents of “taking the Lord’s name in vain,” which use formulas 
very similar to that of the oath (similar to an exclamation like “by God” in modern languages). 
To understand blasphemy, there’s no need for recourse to either the biblical prohibition or any 
supposed ambivalence of the sacred: “Blasphemy is an oath, in which the name of God is 
extracted from the assertorial or promissory context and is uttered in itself, in vain, 
independently of any semantic content.” Where normally it guarantees the connection between 
speech and fact, in blasphemy it expresses the breaking of that connection. “The name of God, 
isolated and pronounced ‘in vain,’ corresponds symmetrically to perjury, which separates the 
word from the thing; oath and blasphemy, as bene-diction and male-diction, are cooriginarily 
implied in the very event of language.” 

A footnote talks about the prohibition of taking God’s name in vain in Judaism and Christianity. 
It’s a pretty long note, but the main points of interest are when he points out that Augustine talks 
about blasphemy in his treatise on lying, which seems to fit well with Agamben’s point, and 
when he analyzes Christ’s prohibition of oaths — he claims that Christ removes the name of God 
but doubles the rest of the oath formula, which ditches what one might call the “obscurantist” 
aspect and just focuses on the connection or lack thereof between word and deed. A kind of zero-
degree oath, perhaps.

§18. The imprecation sanctions the decrease in the correspondence between word and fact in the 
oath. When the link is broken, the name of God becomes a curse rather than a blessing. This 
phenomenon explains the use of divine names in magic — it tries to capture the power that those 
names have in oaths, but the words themselves become nonsense. The use of ancient languages 
reinforces this nonsense aspect. This means that “the oath presents in a still-undivided unity that 
which we are accustomed to call magic, religion, and law, which result from it as its fragments.” 
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The curse isn’t added to the oath — it is a product of the oath, its necessary consequence. They 
are “two symmetrical epiphenomena of one unique experience of language.” This recognition 
can in turn give us a fresh understanding of the relationships among magic, religion, and law that 
we see historically. A footnote addresses the etymology of the Greek term for perjury, epiorkos. 

§19. “It is in this perspective that we must interrogate the originary sense and function of the 
name of god in the oath and, more generally, the very centrality of the divine names in the 
apparatuses we are accustomed to call religious.” The best source for this is Herman Usener’s 
book, published in 1896 and unsurpassed since in Agamben’s opinion. He argues that the names 
of gods were originally names of activities or parts of activities — there are many more divine 
names attested than appear in mythology, and those that are only names basically never got past 
that level. Even the more familiar gods who became personified have their origin in this 
phenomenon. Once the gods were “created,” they of course took on a life of their own in myth 
and cult, etc., but they all come from the names of activities or events. Ultimately, Agamben 
believes, this means that what is divinized is the event of the name itself: “naming itself, which 
isolates and renders recognizable a gesture, an act, a thing, creates as ’special god,’ is a 
‘momentary divinity’ (Augenblicksgott). The nomen is immediately numen and the numen 
immediately nomen.” Gods don’t come along as some secondary thing to ratify the oath — the 
come from the oath. Every naming is an oath. A footnote clarifies that Usener doesn’t really buy 
into the “mythical-religious” origin of language, as some critics have claimed he does.

§20. Now he returns to Benveniste’s claim that blasphemy is an interjection and therefore not a 
communicative act in the normal sense. Following Cassirer, Agamben claims that this is true of 
the names of the gods in general and of all names: “the adamic naming in Genesis 2:19 cannot 
have been a discourse, but only a series of interjections.” Blasphemy can also shed light on a 
curious linguistic phenomenon, the insult. Calling someone stupid isn’t the same as calling them 
an architect, for example: the insult aims not at description, but at practical effects (arousing 
anger or humiliation in the subject, etc.). And in fact, Augustine claims that blasphemy is a kind 
of insult against God. A footnote discusses the way that the Romans used to “call out” their 
opponent’s god in war, claiming that they would treat the god much better than their current 
crappy worshipers — obviously something meant to insult. The Romans were clever, though, 
and kept the real name of their god secret, so it couldn’t be invoked in that way.

§21. Agamben here turns to the name of God in monotheism, where God is almost totally 
identified with God’s name. If we start with the model of polytheism, where the names of gods 
refer to specific events of language, we must conclude that the name of the one God must refer to 
language as such. The divinization of a “bad infinite” of individual events is replaced by the 
divination of the logos. The oath is where the human being is able to approximate God. 
Agamben then discusses Maimonides explanation of the Tetragrammaton, which he says names 
God as such, abstracted from all his properties. His properties all stem from his relation to 
creation, so the other divine names only came into being with creation — the name YHWH, 
however, existed with God from all eternity. Thus the name, according to Maimonides, 
ultimately refers to the idea of a necessary existence, a being whose name corresponds to his 
very being. 
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There are two footnotes to this section. The first starts with Scholem’s study of the Kabala, 
which claims that all language (and specifically the Torah) derives from the true name of God. 
Thus Agamben proposes a communicatio idiomatum (in the Chalcedonian sense) between the 
language of God and the language of humans, with the oath as the point of unity. He also claims 
that Scholem’s study is inspired by Benjamin’s “On language in general and human language in 
particular,” where the point of contact was the proper name (but for Agamben proper names 
originate from the oath). [This is the first mention of Benjamin so far in the book.] The second 
footnote is essentially a long quote from Maimonides on the infamous “I am that I am,” which 
expands on the passage already quoted about how the name of God refers to a necessary being.

§22. This section discusses so-called “ontological arguments” for the existence of God. 
Agamben claims that what’s really at stake in Anselm’s argument is that id quo maius cogitari  
non potest is the most fitting name for God — which amounts to “that experience of language in 
which it is impossible to separate name and being, speech and thing.” Agamben highlights the 
places where Anselm explicitly mentions saying “God” (or the definition) as well as the original 
title Fides quaerens intellectum, which seems to link it up with the oath. The name of God, then, 
represents “the status of the logos in the dimension of the fides-oath, in which nomination 
immediately realizes the existence of that which it names.” He then says that Alain of Lyle and 
Aquinas do basically the same thing with the argument. In the end, pure existence (God) can be 
neither stated nor deduced logically: it can’t be signified, only sworn. A footnote discusses the 
place of the name in Wittgenstein’s On Certainty. Ultimately, we have to have faith in language.

§23. Naturally, Agamben now turns to speech acts, where words are said to bring about a certain 
fact directly. Benveniste in fact says that the oath is the archetypal speech act, and Agamben 
believes that his theory of the oath can shed new light on the theory of speech acts, namely by 
claiming that “they represent in language the residue of a stage (or rather the cooriginarity of a 
structure) in which the connection between words and things was not of a semantico-denotative 
type, but a performative one, in the sense that, as in the oath, the verbal act verifies the being.” 
Agamben highlights the self-referential nature of speech acts, which doesn’t just mean that it 
denotes itself — rather, it suspends the normal denotative function of speech. Language itself 
becomes the decisive fact, rather than referring to facts. The real model of the correspondence 
between word and thing is when the word is itself the thing. (There is an analogy here with the 
state of exception.) Returning to the ontological argument, we can see that it’s essentially saying 
that if language exists, God exists — it is a performance of this metaphysical truth. The decline 
of ontotheology goes along with the decline in the experience of language that the ontological 
argument is getting at. Metaphysics and science both correspond to this experience as well, 
which is rooted in the oath — and if the oath goes into decline, then these other things do too. 
What remains is perjury and blasphemy. The “Indo-European scourges,” then, are inherent to the 
structure of speech founded in the oath — which brings with it truth and perjury, etc. A footnote 
discusses the Christian critique of idols not as non-existent, but as “false gods,” gods who can’t 
keep their promises.

§24. The division between assertion and promise in the oath represents a loss of the originary 
experience of the oath, which is best described by the Foucauldian term “veridiction.” Assertion 
is secondary and doesn’t directly implicate the subject (i.e., something is true whether or not I 
say it is) — whereas “veridiction” constitutes the subject, puts the subject at stake. Performatives 
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are the remnant of this constitutive veridiction. Paul gets at veridiction with his talk of “the word 
of faith” being in your mouth and heart — later Christianity bastardizes this by turning faith into 
an assertorial rather than veridictive reality. Law and religion more generally represent an 
attempt to get veridiction under control, to clearly separate truth and lies, etc. The performative 
experience of language encapsulated in the oath is thus at the root of both, meaning that the oath 
truly is the “sacrament of power.” A footnote talks about how ancient philosophers, including 
Aristotle, didn’t seem to be able to understand performativity and claims that logic derives from 
the oath as well.

§25. The performative nature of the oath is clear in the trials in ancient Greece and Rome, which 
were based on competing oaths. Both parties gave a certain sum of money that was rendered 
sacred, and the one whose oath was found to correspond more to reality was given back the 
money. Via a connection that is not entirely clear to me, Agamben then moves on to say that the 
conflict between faith and reason comes down to a conflict between veridiction (law and 
religion) and assertion (logic and science). (No footnote for this one.)

§26. Now we are in a position to figure out the “force” that lies behind the oath — it is the force 
of language itself. We don’t need to have recourse to any kind of religious notions. The losing 
party in the trial isn’t necessarily a perjurer, his oath just winds up being inferior. No magic or 
divine force is needed — it worked back then just like it does when a judgment is pronounced in 
court today. Another example: No magic is required to make a couple “really married” — they 
just are married when they go through the appropriate ritual, including the oath. An initial 
footnote claims that the imperative has its origin in the act of naming. A second footnote 
explains that the money at stake in the trial used to be an animal and presumably also used to be 
the person himself (who would be homo sacer if he lost). For Agamben, this explains the sacred 
aura that surrounds money even in the modern world.

§27. Fortunately for me, David Kiskik has translated this section in full already. I copy his 
translation here:

Let us try to arrange in a series of theses the new understanding of the phenomenon of the 
oath that arises from the analysis developed hitherto.

1. Studies have always explained, in a more or less explicit manner, the institute of oath 
through a reference to the magico-religious sphere, to a divine power, or to a “religious 
force” that intervenes in order to guarantee the effective punishment of perjury. With a 
curious circularity, the oath is therefore interpreted, as in Hesiod, as what serves to 
prevent perjury. Our hypothesis is exactly the reverse: the magico-religious sphere does 
not preexist, logically speaking, the oath, since it is the oath. The oath is an originary 
performative experience of speech, which can in turn explain the phenomenon of religion 
(and law, which is closely connected to religion). This is the reason why horkos, or oath, 
is considered in the classical world as the more ancient entity, the only potential power to 
which the gods must submit. In monotheism, God is also identified with the oath: God is 
the being whose word is an oath, or the being that coincides with the true and effective 
word in principio.
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2. The oath can therefore be properly understood within the context of those institutes, 
like fides, or faith, where it functions as the performative affirmation of truth and the 
reliability of speech. The horkia are par excellence pista, trustworthy, and the pagan gods 
summon in a performative way the oath essentially as a testimony to this trust. 
Monotheistic religions, Christianity above all, inherited through the institute of oath the 
centrality of faith in the word as the essential content of the religious experience. 
Christianity is, properly speaking, a religion and a deification of logos. The attempt to 
reconcile faith as a performative experience of veridiction, or truth-telling, with the belief 
in a series of assertive dogmas, is the service and, at the same time, the central 
contradiction of the Church. Overlooking a perspicuous evangelical credo, the Church 
henceforth forces what is technically considered as an oath and a curse into specific 
juridical institutions. This is the reason why philosophy, which does not try to fixate 
veridiction within a system of codified truth but, in each and every event of language, 
leads to the word and exposes the veridiction on which it is founded, is necessarily what 
we may call vera religio.

3. It is in this sense that we need to understand the essential proximity between the oath 
and sacratio (or devotio). We have interpreted sacertas as an originary performance of 
power by means of the production of a naked life that can be killed but not sacrificed. To 
this we must now add that even more than being a sacrament of power, the oath is the 
consecration of living beings through speech and according to speech. The oath can 
function as the sacrament of power insofar as it is, above all, the sacrament of language. 
This original sacratio that finds its place in the institute of oath takes the technical form of 
a curse, of a politiké ara, which accompanies the proclamation of the law. The law, in this 
sense, is constitutively tied with the curse. Only a politics that breaks this original 
connection with the curse could one day eventually bring about the emergence of another 
use for speech and law.

§28. Now Agamben can return to the link between the oath and anthropogenesis, which has 
already been implicitly at stake insofar as this study has looked at the oath as the testimony to an 
originary experience of language. Turning to Levi-Strauss’s intro to Mauss is helpful here, 
insofar as he claims that the primordial fact of human existence is the fact that the world can be 
signified, which is logically prior to the world being known. From the perspective that privileges 
knowledge, mana appears to be some kind of opacity or lack, and even Levi-Strauss seems to fall 
prey to this stance insofar as he claims that myth represents the inadequation of speech and world 
(i.e., as though full knowledge is the implicit goal). This focus on knowledge also has the much 
more serious drawback of ignoring the ethical implications of language. When humanity 
emerged as a specific kind of speaking being, the most serious problem can’t have been a lack of 
knowledge — rather it’s what do I do, how can my speech become effective in my actions. The 
focus on knowledge doubtless springs from the natural tendencies of scientific research — but 
we need to move beyond seeing humanity as solely homo sapiens to seeing it as homo iustus. It 
is precisely this ethical-political thrust to language that marks human as opposed to animal 
language — it’s not just that human language is a more supple tool, but that the human being’s 
very life is put at stake in language. The oath is the engine of anthropogenesis [here we probably 
need to reread The Open], insofar as it renders language a problem, a project, a question. If mana 
expresses the inadequacy of speech to the world, then the oath “expresses the demand, for the 
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speaking animal in every sense decisive, to put its nature at stake in language and to link together 
in one ethical and political connection speech, things, and actions. Solely by means of this could 
something like a history, distinct from nature and, nonetheless, inseparably interlaced with it, 
have been produced.” 

§29. “It is in the wake of this decision, in fidelity to this oath, that the human species, in its 
misfortune as in its fortune, in some way still lives. Every nomination is, in fact, twofold: it is a 
benediction or a malediction.” Religion and law are attempts to manage this duplicity of the 
word, which is at the heart of the anthropogenic experience of language. The “force of law” is an 
“epiphenomenon of the oath and of the curse that accompanies it.” Agamben now returns to 
Prodi’s claim that the oath is in bad decline, saying that if this is true, then a whole new politics 
must be coming into being given that the link between word and life is breaking down, and 
Agamben thinks that’s true: we’re stuck between bare life and the increasingly meaningless 
politics/word that governs it. The loss of the ethical link has led to a proliferation of empty words 
— to the point where language itself seems to be “in vain.” [But as always in Agamben, the point 
isn't to go back to the previous, seemingly more stable state:] “It is perhaps time to put in 
question the prestige that language has enjoyed and still enjoys in our culture, as an 
incomparable instrument of power, effectiveness, and beauty. Nevertheless, considered in itself, 
it is no more beautiful than the song of the birds, it is not more effective than the signals of the 
insects, not more powerful than the roar with which the lion affirms its lordship.” The key 
element in human language is the ethical charge, by which the human subject takes responsibility 
for language. While Western linguistics has finally, after millennia, started to get a handle on the 
position of enunciation by means of the “shifters,” it still hasn’t gotten at the ethical implications 
of language, the fact that the human being can “bless and curse, swear and perjure.” The Western 
tradition has taken the risk of truth and falsity in embracing the experience of the oath, with all 
the bad consequences that have followed now that it has begun to fall apart — but it also gave 
birth to philosophy at the same time. Drawing on various skeptical sources, Agamben says: 
“Philosophy is, in this sense, constitutively critical of the oath: that is, it puts in question the 
sacramental link that connects the human to language, without for all that simply speaking at 
random, falling into the vanity of speech. In a moment in which all the European languages seem 
condemned to swear in vain and in which politics can only assume the form of an oikonomia, 
that is of a governance of void speech over naked life, it is still from philosophy that there can 
come, in the sober consciousness of the extreme situation which the living being that has speech 
has reached in its history, the indication of a line of resistance and transformation.” A footnote 
links Kant’s transcendental schematism to the oath in the Opus posthumum. 
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